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If I Had a Dinosaur 2018-01-04
as read by eddie redmayne for cbeebies christmas day bedtime storywinner of the best preschool book made for mums
awards 2018a little girl dreams of having her very own pet but what kind of animal would make the best companion a
mouse is too small a cat is too ordinary and a fish is too wet as she plays with her toy dinosaur inspiration strikes
what about a real live dinosaur she could ride it to school it would need lots of food to eat a swimming pool to
drink from and a dino flap so it could come and go at the end of a day spent busily imagining the girl trudges up to
bed with her little plastic dinosaur as she falls asleep the dinosaur from her daydreams stands in the garden with
its head poking through the bedroom window making her dreams come true

I Wish I Had a Dinosaur 2004
are the stairs too steep is the bus too slow is the dog next door too big what you need is a dinosaur then you would
be braver faster stronger you would climb higher see farther sleep sounder life would be different with a dino by
your side don t you wish you had a dinosaur

If I Had a Dinosaur 2002
a tongue in cheek look at the practical uses of dinosaurs by a dynamic author illustrator team if you happen to have
a dinosaur lying around your living room and you don t know what to do with it why don t you use it as a can opener
it will make a terrific nutcracker too there are oodles of uses for a dinosaur from a fine umbrella to an excellent
kite and a dandy pillow not to mention a reliable burglar alarm and the perfect excuse to forget your homework this
delightfully absurd exploration of the domestic uses of dinosaurs and the things dinos just aren t good for at all is
guaranteed to tickle funny bones and spark imaginations if you read carefully you ll learn how to make your dinosaur
last a very long time

I Wish I Had a Dinosaur 2004
a boy talks about all things he could see or do if only he had a dinosaur

If You Happen to Have a Dinosaur 2014-05-13
a witty and charmingly illustrated bedtime story about a little girl who imagines what it would be like to have a
dinosaur of her very own
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If I Had a Dinosaur 2002-05
mary is a little girl with a big pet a dinosaur and just like the other mary who had a little lamb this pet follows
mary everywhere even to school

If I Had a Dinosaur 2022-01-13
a little girl is excited when her parents tell her she can have a pet but what kind of pet should she get she wonders
if a baby dinosaur would be a good choice and how she could take care of it a picture book for children if i had a
dinosaur shares a whimsical story of a girl and her dream of having a pet dinosaur

Mary Had a Dinosaur 2007
how do you find a missing dinosaur who s large and green and likes to roar when a little boy s dinosaur decides to
play hide and seek he is surprisingly difficult to track down veteran illustrator joe mathieu s dinomite
illustrations and jon surgal s saur ing verse will have kids roaring with laughter as they romp through this funny
rhyming beginner book originally created by dr seuss beginner books encourage children to read all by themselves with
simple words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning

If I Had a Dinosaur 2017-05-23
if you could have any dinosaur body part which would you choose what if you woke up one morning and you had sprouted
a dinosaur body part overnight what if you had t rex teeth the next imaginative book in the what if you had series
explores what would happen if you looked in the mirror and saw that you had become part dino from a velociraptor s
sharp sickle tipped toes to a t rex s giant curved teeth and from the body armor of an ankylosaurus to the long neck
of a brachiosaurus discover what it would be like if you had one of these wild dinosaur parts readers will also learn
what makes a dinosaur a dinosaur and why they aren t still around today

Have You Seen My Dinosaur? 2010-08-25
mitchell shows why we are so attached to the myth and the reality of the terrible lizards

What If You Had T. Rex Teeth?: And Other Dinosaur Parts 2018-12-26
did you know that you have a little bit of dinosaur in you and it s your cousin s fault she dared you to pitch a
peanut high in the air and catch it in your mouth you didn t know it had a nitrogen atom that used to be in the egg
of a hadrosaurus this humorous story follows a nitrogen atom as it journeys from dry bones to your skull and beyond
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the journey began with book 1 a little bit of dinosuar which received a starred kirkus review it continued in book 2
a little bit of this dinosaur in this new story the amazing circle of life or the conservation of mass is again
illustrated through a historical look at the hadrosaurus dinosaur sisters elleen hutcheson and darcy pattison team up
again for a new adventure with the circle of life each still wonders why their mother taught them to throw food and
catch it in their mouths

I Wish I Had a Dinosaur 1993-01-01
a brother and sister discover something big in their backyard what they do with their discovery is heartwarming and
filled with fun and adventure

The Last Dinosaur Book 1998
get ready to explore the dinosaur world in this awesome book discover which dinosaur had big horns or a club tail and
who had teeth as big as bananas

A Little Bit of That Dinosaur 2023-05-15
imagine if instead of getting the usual lollipop or sticker everywhere you go there was something bigger on offer
something much much bigger this is exactly what happens when a little boy accompanies his mum on a busy shopping trip
just when the little boy thinks he s going to die of boredom something very unusual happens shops everywhere are
giving away a very special treat with every purchase a free dinosaur it s a dream come true except what exactly do
you do with these jurassic treats and how do you convince mum to let you keep them

What if We Had a Dinosaur? 2023-09-28
syd hoff s comical charming illustrations will delight readers young and old alike in this beloved classic i can read
about a boy and his best friend a dinosaur danny loves dinosaurs when he sees one at the museum and says it would be
nice to play with a dinosaur a voice answers and i think it would be nice to play with you so begins danny and the
dinosaur s wonderful adventures together for danny and his prehistoric playmate even the most everyday activities
become extraordinary like finding a big enough place to hide a dinosaur in a game of hide and seek but danny can
teach an old dinosaur new tricks it s the most fun this dinosaur has had in a hundred million years originally
published over 50 years ago this beloved classic is a level 1 i can read that is perfect for the beginning reader
learning to sound out words and sentences whether shared at home or in a classroom the short sentences familiar words
and simple concepts of level one books support success for children eager to start reading on their own
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My Awesome Dinosaur Book 2019-05
a fun filled friendship story about our favorite historical creatures dinosaurs when luke and his friends have real
life dinosaurs for a day there can only be one outcome the best dino saurus day ever join these kind hearted friends
as they adventure through their day ensuring that no dinosaur is left out and everyone is included

When Dinosaurs Came with Everything 2011-04-14
from the duo behind the best selling if i had a dinosaur comes this humorous and imaginative celebration of unicorns
have you ever given any thought to what the perfect magical pet would be giants are far too big and dragons are way
too hot but what about a unicorn it might eat all your ice cream for breakfast but if you get upset about that it
will feed you cotton candy it can sprinkle star dust on grumpy siblings carry you to soccer practice on a rainbow and
make sure you dream nothing but sweet and fluffy unicorn dreams in this playful tale a little girl finds out
firsthand what it s like to have a magical creature as a pet

Danny and the Dinosaur 2014-05-27
this adorable book which includes popular and original barnyard rhymes with a fun dinosaur twist is the fourth in the
popular dinosaur dinosaur series and is perfect to share with a little one at story time the fourth book in the
dinosaur dinosaur series dinosaur dinosaur had a farm is a collection of popular and original barnyard rhymes with a
fun dinosaur twist perfect for sharing with a little one at story time rhymes include old macdino had a farm dino had
a little lamb dino in the dell and many more this is a follow up to dinosaur dinosaur say good night dinosaur
dinosaur i love you and dinosaur dinosaur fall is here the soft padded cover sturdy board pages and adorable
illustrations by sanja rešček make this an ideal book for young readers

The Day I Had a Dinosaur 2024-05-14
a board book edition of this charming and imaginative story in the bestselling if i had a series which imagines life
with an octopus as a pet i really want a clever pet a pet with many charms the sort of pet with talents and a large
amount of arms have you ever thought about what the best aquatic pet would be it s an octopus of course playing
different ball games simultaneously and staying camouflaged when it s bedtime is eight times the fun just watch out
for the ink with vibrant illustrations and playful rhymes if i had an octopus is a delightful bedtime story that
follows a little girl s flight of fancy as she imagines the advantages and disadvantages of having an octopus for a
pet
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If I Had a Unicorn 2020-09-22
book features 24 pages 8 inches x 8 inches ages 5 7 grades k 1 leveled readers simple easy to read pages with vibrant
illustrations features before and after reading vocabulary includes reading tips and comprehension and extension
activities the magic of reading introduce young learners to the magic of reading with we re going on a dinosaur dig
this 24 page fictional adventure book features vibrant illustrations and simple language to practice early reading
comprehension skills hands on reading adventure a group of friends go on an adventure to dig for dinosaur bones but
find something much greater follow along as three best friends hike through grass explore a jungle and sludge through
mud only to find an unexpected surprise features more than just a fun story this kids book also includes pre and post
reading vocabulary lists as well as reading tips for mid story interaction and engagement the book also includes end
of book comprehension and extension activities leveled books vibrant illustrations and leveled text work together to
tell a fun story and promote reading comprehension skills the book engages kindergarteners and first graders with
short simple language and high interest topics like dinosaurs why rourke educational media since 1980 rourke
publishing company has specialized in publishing engaging and diverse non fiction and fiction books for children in a
wide range of subjects that support reading success on a level that has no limits

Dinosaur, Dinosaur Had a Farm 2023-01-31
mary had a dinosaur called monstersaurus rex not the cuddly little lamb that everyone expects what happens when
everyone in town meets mary s huge new friend will he fit in or was he born to stand out

If I Had an Octopus 2023-03-15
my first book of dinosaur comparisons is the perfect gift for dinosaur loving kids aged 5 and up exciting visual
comparisons and fascinating facts help children measure and compare anything and everything about the dinosaurs from
heights weights diets speed features and much more this book covers and compares it all

We're Going on a Dinosaur Dig 2012-08-01
a world renowned paleontologist reveals groundbreaking science that trumps science fiction how to grow a living
dinosaur over a decade after jurassic park jack horner and his colleagues in molecular biology labs are in the
process of building the technology to create a real dinosaur based on new research in evolutionary developmental
biology on how a few select cells grow to create arms legs eyes and brains that function together jack horner takes
the science a step further in a plan to reverse evolution and reveals the awesome even frightening power being
acquired to recreate the prehistoric past the key is the dinosaur s genetic code that lives on in modern birds even
chickens from cutting edge biology labs to field digs underneath the montana sun how to build a dinosaur explains and
enlightens an awesome new science
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Mary Had a Monstersaur 2022-03
a dinosaur ate my sister is the first book selected in the marcus rashford book club the perfect story to escape into
and find adventure pooja is super talented and i m a big fan marcus rashford mbe this brilliantly illustrated laugh
out loud wacky adventure through time by pooja puri is the perfect blend of the hitchhiker s guide to the galaxy and
jurassic park before you start reading there are a few things you should know 1 i esha verma am a genius inventor
extraordinaire 2 there is nothing i cannot invent this includes words 3 i did not mean to send my sister back to the
age of the dinosaurs that was her own fault mum and dad if you re reading this please take note esha verma her snotty
apprentice broccoli and his cunning pet tortoise have a dream they are going to win the legendary brain trophy the
ultimate inventing prize this year s entry a time machine but the day before the competition esha s ignoramus big
sister hijacks the time machine and is lost in the cretaceous age with help from a new recruit for the office of time
esha and broccoli will have to face hungry dinosaurs mysterious black holes and malfunctioning inventions to get them
back in time the marcus rashford book club is a collaboration between marcus rashford and macmillan children s books
inspiring children to develop a love of reading and literacy as a life skill

My First Book of Dinosaur Comparisons 2021-08-10
did you know that you have a little bit of dinosaur in you and it s your brother s fault that egg fight meant there
were only two eggs left and one of them had a carbon atom that used to be in the bones of a spinosaurus this humorous
story follows a carbon atom as it journeys from dry bones to your spinal column and beyond book 1 a little bit of
dinosaur has quickly become a beloved book it received a starred kirkus review and has had over 2 million reads on
the epic app a little bit of this dinosaur continues the playful humor around the amazing circle of life or the
conservation of mass and adds a touch of empathy sisters elleen hutcheson and darcy pattison team up to bring the
circle of life to kids each is shaking her finger at their mother wondering why she fed them those scrambled eggs

How to Build a Dinosaur 2009-03-19
jamie loves dinosaurs he loves them so much that one day he decides to surprise his father with a question yes that
question join jamie and his parents on the fun and adventurous journey of discovery learning what can happen when you
bring a dinosaur home to keep as a pet this book is written in a warm and embracing way that mixes intrigue with
suspense on a whirlwind journey on which you never know where it will take you next both children and parents will
love its engaging style of wit and writing it also encourages good communication rational thinking and the enjoyable
use of a wider vocabulary an involving and funny story ideal for use in a kindergarten kindergarten pre school early
school setting as class reading material
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A Dinosaur Ate My Sister 2021-06-24
dig up dino facts with this fun encyclopedia for kids ages 4 to 8 dinosaurs are some of the most amazing animals that
ever walked the earth they could be as tall as a four story building or as small as a chicken some had spectacular
spikes or hardened scales while others had fantastic frills or vibrant feathers this book gives kids an exciting
glimpse into the age of dinosaurs with awe inspiring facts about how they lived what they looked like and more this
standout among dinosaur books for kids encourages them to discover dinos by eraーkids will learn about 90 different
dinosaurs organized by the prehistoric era in which they lived find kid friendly factsーthis dinosaur book helps kids
expand their dino knowledge with bite sized facts a pronunciation guide and a glossary with easy to understand
definitions explore colorful illustrationsーinspire kids to travel back in time through detailed artwork that brings
the dinosaurs to life get a dinosaur encyclopedia kids will love and learn from with the dinosaur encyclopedia for
kids

A Little Bit of This Dinosaur 2023-05-15
after humans leave the barren earth for a distant star the dinosaurs come back to life and tidy up the mess that the
humans have left behind the dinosaurs will only then allow the humans to come back to earth once they have agreed
that the planet should be shared and enjoyed by everyone

Can I Have a Dinosaur, Please? 2019-11-20
after a trip to the museum max writes a letter to his favourite dinosaur the mighty t rex and the t rex writes back
as max and t rex learn about each other s lives a very unusual friendship develops in this funny and touching story
from an award winning duo dinosaur fans will love this interactive picture book with letters and cards to open and
dinosaur facts to discover along the way

Dinosaur Encyclopedia for Kids 2021-10-26
everyone knows the dinosaur gene skips a generation so it isn t a complete surprise when sawyer sprouts spikes and a
tail before the start of fifth grade after all his grandfather was part stegosaurus despite the principal s zero
tolerance policy sawyer becomes a bully magnet befriended only by elliot aka gigantor and the weird new girl when the
bullies start disappearing sawyer is relieved until he discovers a secret about the principal that s more shocking
than dino dna the bullies are in for a galactically horrible fate and it s up to sawyer and his friends to rescue
them with issues like bullying not fitting in and heroism this is a book that kids and adults will share and treasure
it s wonder with dinosaurs and is sure to touch your heart p j hoover author of tut the story of my immortal life a
wild and wacky adventure with enough twists and turns to rival a roller coaster dinosaur boy is sure to appeal to
wonderfully weird kids of every shape and size kelly milner halls award winning author of girl meets boy
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Dinosaurs and All that Rubbish 1999
based on cutting edge science dinosaurs are revealed as never before in specially commissioned photographs and
illustrations that highlight the latest paleontological insights into dinosaur posture and gait musculature and
internal organs behavior and the reasons for extinction

Dear Dinosaur 2017-02-02
the times science book of the year a sunday times bestseller 66 million years ago the dinosaurs were wiped from the
face of the earth today dr steve brusatte one of the leading scientists of a new generation of dinosaur hunters armed
with cutting edge technology is piecing together the complete story of how the dinosaurs ruled the earth for 150
million years the world of the dinosaurs has fascinated on book and screen for decades from early science fiction
classics like the lost world to godzilla terrorizing the streets of tokyo and the monsters of jurassic park but what
if we got it wrong in the rise and fall of the dinosaurs top dinosaur expert brusatte tells the real story of how
dinosaurs rose to dominate the planet using the fossil clues that have been gathered using state of the art
technology brusatte follows these magnificent creatures from their beginnings in the early triassic period through
the jurassic period to their final days in the cretaceous and the legacy that they left behind along the way brusatte
introduces us to modern day dinosaur hunters and gives an insight into what it s like to be a paleontologist the rise
and fall of the dinosaurs is full of thrilling accounts of some of his personal discoveries including primitive human
sized tyrannosaurs monstrous carnivores even larger than t rex and feathered raptor dinosaurs preserved in lava from
china at a time when homo sapiens has existed for less than 200 000 years and we are already talking about planetary
extinction the rise and fall of the dinosaurs is a timely reminder of what humans can learn from the magnificent
creatures who ruled the earth before us thrilling the best book on the subject written for the general reader since
the 1980s the sunday times

Dinosaur Boy 2015-02-03
a little girl is shopping in a grocery store when surprise she meets a dinosaur don t worry the dinosaur is very
friendly she s polite too in this funny story told in lilting read aloud rhyme the girl has numerous opportunities to
be helpful to the clumsy shopping dino and demonstrate when to say thank you excuse me i m sorry you re welcome and
other niceties of life tim bowers s whimsical illustrations bring an extra dimension of fun to judy sierra s
hilarious picture book fantasy altogether suppose you meet a dinosaur is an entertaining and painless way to show
preschoolers why basic manners are a good thing to have

The Ultimate Dinosaur Book 1993
one foggy groggy morning by the salty splashy sea i m sure i saw a dinosaur and i m sure that he saw me but there s
more to this story than meets the eye can there really be a dinosaur at sandy bottom end or is someone up to
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something

The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs 2018-05-03
parents get their dinosaurs to bed

Suppose You Meet a Dinosaur: A First Book of Manners 2016-02-09
updated with the material that instructors want dinosaurs continues to make science exciting and understandable to
non science majors through its narrative of scientific concepts rather than endless facts it now contains new
material on pterosaurs an expanded section on the evolution of the dinosaurs and new photographs to help students
engage with geology natural history and evolution the authors ground the text in the language of modern evolutionary
biology phylogenetic systematics and teach students to examine the paleontology of dinosaurs exactly as the
professionals in the field do using these methods to reconstruct dinosaur relationships beautifully illustrated
lively and engaging this edition continues to encourage students to ask questions and assess data critically enabling
them to think like a scientist

I'm Sure I Saw a Dinosaur 2014-01-31
anna bella nor is just two weeks away from revealing her controversial research on the evolutionary origin of birds
when her supervisor lars helland is found dead his tongue and a copy of her thesis in his lap as the police
investigate the most brutal and calculated case they ve ever known anna remains convinced someone is trying to stop
her research coming to light she must fight to prove her innocence and fight for her life

How Do Dinosaurs Say Good Night? 2000

Dinosaurs 2012-08-27

The Dinosaur Feather 2011-05-26
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